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The early stage of heterogeneous nucleation of NaCl from supersaturated NaCl aqueous solution at
the water-NaCl �001� interface has been investigated by molecular dynamics simulations. The
critical size of the nuclei for spontaneous growth was found to be as small as two atoms �a Na+–Cl−

ion pair� at high supersaturation. Due to the presence of a relatively stable water network and the
effect of the hydration force at the interface, the stable nuclei formed on the NaCl �001� are found
to contain more Na+ ions than Cl− ions. The different deposition characteristics of the Na+ and Cl−

solutes lead to a positively charged substrate and thus may introduce another driving force for
nucleation besides the level of solution supersaturation. The role of water was further confirmed by
comparison with NaCl epitaxy growth in the vacuum. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2431363�

I. INTRODUCTION

The nucleation phenomena of crystals are of great im-
portance in science and technology. During the past decades,
extensive theoretical and experimental investigations were
carried out to study the nucleation process and dynamics.1–10

Despite the well-established models based on thermodynam-
ics and kinetic rate equations,11 little is known about these
processes at the atomic level.12 Due to the great challenge in
the experimental measurement of atomic processes in solu-
tions, computer simulations based on atomistic models have
become efficient and powerful approaches. For example, the
spontaneous nucleation of sodium chloride in a supersatu-
rated aqueous solution has been investigated using molecular
dynamics �MD� simulations by Ohtaki and Fukushima9 and
recently by Zahn.10 Microclusters with irregular shapes were
observed at the very early stage of nucleation. Most centers
of the stable aggregates were found to be a nonhydrated Na+

ion that is octahedrally coordinated by six Cl− ions.9,10 In
real-world applications of crystal growth, a seed crystal is
usually used in the supersaturated solution, and the solutes
nucleate gradually onto its surface and grow up. Different
from the homogeneous nucleation as discussed in Refs. 9
and 10, the heterogeneous nucleation has a lower energy
barrier and smaller critical size.8 Upon this approach, crys-
tals of better quality can be obtained than those from the
homogeneous nucleation in solutions. However, this phe-
nomenon, i.e., the nucleation process at the water-crystal in-
terface, which is practically more relevant and important,
remains unexplored at the molecular level. Oyen and
Hentschke had studied the NaCl �001� surface in contact
with aqueous NaCl solutions of various concentrations, but
did not observe any crystallization at the interface.13 The aim
of this work is to investigate the early stage of nucleation of
NaCl at the water-NaCl �001� interface.

II. METHODS AND MODELS

The MD simulations were carried out using the AMBER

6.0 program.14 The validity of the model potentials in AMBER

6.0 has been tested by ab initio calculations for ion-water
clusters and the adsorption geometries of water molecules on
the NaCl �001� surface. Good agreements are obtained.15 The
seed crystal used in our simulations is modeled by a five-
layer NaCl �001� slab that consists of 160 NaCl units. Both
sides of the slab are in contact with NaCl solution. At room
temperature ��298 K�, the concentration of saturated NaCl
aqueous solution is 35.96 g/ �100 ml H2O�,16 and the ratio
between the number of NaCl units and water molecules is
about 1 /9. The supersaturated solution here contains 100
NaCl units and 600 water molecules. Using the mole fraction
definition,16 the supersaturation ��= �c−c0� /c0, where c0 is
the concentration of saturated solution, and c is the real
concentration17� of the solution is calculated to be
�43% ��= �100/ �100+600�−1/ �1+9�� / �1/ �1+9���0.43�.
The water-water interaction is described by the TIP3P
model,18 and ion-ion and ion-water interactions are given by
the PARM94 force field in AMBER 6.0 �Ref. 14� �details about
the size and energy parameters of ions can be found in Ref.
19�. The TIP3P water model18 is used here because the ionic
solution properties show little dependence on polarizability20

while the polarization calculation is expensive in AMBER

6.0.14 Eight systems, which have the same number of water
and ions but different initial ionic positions and velocities,
were used as the starting configurations for the simulations.
All these systems were prepared in a supercell with most of
the solutes coordinated by water molecules and then equili-
brated at �300 K for at least 300 ps with harmonic restraints
applied on the Na+ and Cl− solutes during the equilibration
procedure, before the production run started. The water mol-
ecules and the substrate were allowed to fully relaxed during
the equilibration procedure. During the N-P-T �canonical en-
semble with constant pressure� simulations, the size of the
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unitcell fluctuates around 22.83�22.83�62.76 Å3 with an
amplitude less than 0.5 Å. The Ewald summation21,22 was
applied to energy and force calculations with a cutoff of 9 Å
in real space. A time step of 0.5 fs was used, and the OH
vibrations were frozen using the SHAKE algorithm.23 The tra-
jectories were recorded every 30 fs at �300 K. The tempera-
ture and pressure were controlled by the Berendsen’s ther-
mostat and barostat,24 respectively, toward the target value of
300 K and 1 bar.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Critical nucleus size

According to classical nucleation theory,25 small crystal
nuclei form spontaneously in supersaturated solutions. The
size of the nuclei must exceed a critical value, the so-called
critical nucleus, beyond which the nuclei would continue to
grow rather than decay into the solution.6,26 We first studied
the critical size of NaCl nucleation at the NaCl-water inter-
face from molecular dynamics simulations. All the trajecto-
ries with different initial configurations and velocities were
simulated for 1.2 ns. The nuclei size consisting of one, two,
and three atoms, were counted during the MD simulation to
obtain statistics. The statistics were made for the sum of the
created and decayed nuclei, as shown in Fig. 1 and Table I.
In the statistical analysis, a Na+ �Cl−� ion was considered as
adsorbed on the NaCl �001� surface when the distance be-
tween the ion and the surface is less than 3.25 Å �the first
minimum of the radial distribution function gNa–Cl�, while
they were considered to leave the NaCl �001� surface when
the distance is larger than 5.5 Å, at which a Na+–Cl− bond is
broken.20 The same criterion was applied for the ionic bonds
formed between the adsorbed solutes on the NaCl �001� sur-
face in determining the size of the nuclei. In the following
discussion, we will use the total numbers of the created and
decayed nuclei within 1.2 ns simulations to determine the
critical size. A nucleus is considered to be decayed when one
or more atom�s� is �are� detached from it during this period.
In Fig. 1, each data point represents a sum of created �de-
cayed� nuclei from the beginning of the simulations. For the
single-atom nuclei �one Na+ or one Cl−, Fig. 1�a� and Table
I�, the sum of the created Na+ �Cl−� nuclei is 138 �110�
during the 1.2 ps simulations, and the sum of the decayed
Na+ �Cl−� nuclei is 74 �77�. The probability of decay:
PdecayNa1=74/138=0.54�0.5 and PdecayCl1=77/110=0.7
�0.5. For the two-atom nuclei �a Na+–Cl− pair in Fig. 1�b��,
the probability of decay: Pdecay2=40/90=0.44�0.5. This is
the critical size. For the three-atom nuclei �two Na+ with one
Cl− or two Cl− with one Na+, Fig. 1�c�� the probability of
decay: Pdecay3=23/69=0.33� Pdecay2�0.5. This tendency is
consistent with the classical nucleation theory.25 Once a
nucleus has a larger size that exceeds the critical size, it has
higher probability to grow at the water-NaCl interface. The
critical size obtained here should be dependent on simulation
details such as the level of supersaturation and the tempera-
ture. For example, in mid-level supersaturation solution �85
NaCl solutes, 600 H2O, and 24% supersaturation�, the criti-
cal size at 300 K is found to be three atoms �one Na+ with

two Cl− or one Cl− with two Na+�. This is reasonable because
the critical size will increase when the level of supersatura-
tion is decreased �see Appendix�.

Figure 2 shows a few snapshots of the growth for a
typical two-atom nucleus at the water-NaCl �001� interface.
It evolves from the two-atom nucleus �Fig. 2�a�� to a zigzag
chain ��b��, and then to a three-dimensional �3D� island with
increasing size ��c� and �d��. For illustration, the two atoms
in the nucleus are labeled as “1” �Na+� and “2” �Cl−�. The
statistics on the stable islands, whose size are larger than the
critical size, shows that the number of Cl-centered nuclei is
larger than the Na-centered nuclei. The number of Cl− ions
absorbed on the NaCl �001� is less than Na+ ions, as can be
seen from Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�. In simulations longer than
3 ns, we have observed larger islands than the one shown in

FIG. 1. �Color online� Time evolution of the total created and decayed
nuclei during the MD simulations: �a� one-atom nuclei, �b� two-atom nuclei,
and �c� three-atom nuclei. The statistics were done for eight different trajec-
tories up to 1.2 ns.

TABLE I. Statistics on the sum of created and decayed one-atom, two-atom,
and three-atom nuclei during the 1.2 ns MD simulations. The summation
was done for eight different MD trajectories.

One-atom Na+ One-atom Cl− Two atom Three atom

Ntotal 138 110 90 69
Ndecay 74 77 40 23
Pdecay 0.54 0.7 0.44 0.33
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Fig. 2�d�. The maximum coordination ions for the Na+ and
Cl− in the islands are both six, the same as the bulk case.

B. Coulombic driving forces for initial nucleation

Figure 3�a� gives the evolution of the average number of
the deposited Na+ and Cl− ions at the water-NaCl �001� in-
terface. The Na+ ions show a higher deposition rate than the
Cl− ions, leading to a larger number of Na+ ions. There is a
small dip at t�925 ps in the Na+ deposition rate, after which

the number of deposited Cl− ions increases rapidly again,
followed by the further increase of deposited Na+ numbers. It
seems to induce another cycle of Na–Cl deposition. The total
number of deposited Na+ ions is always much larger than Cl−

ions during the 1.2 ns simulation. Moreover, this tendency
shows no dependence on the ratio of Na+ and Cl− solutes that
might adsorb on the substrate during the equilibration pro-
cess. It suggests that the water-NaCl �001� interface is posi-
tively charged in the early stage of nucleation. The accumu-
lation of positive charge at the interface will attract the Cl−

ions to deposit onto the seed crystal. This is observed for the
first time and we suggest that it may serve as another driving
force for nucleation from the solution in addition to the
chemical potential difference in the classical nucleation
theory.25 For comparison, the MD simulations of the NaCl
epitaxy �the same substrate and solutes� in the vacuum at
�300 K is shown in Fig. 3�b�. The depositions of Na+ and
Cl− are almost the same, which leads to a charge-neutral
substrate. This implies that the Na+ and Cl− ions are more
likely to deposit onto the substrate in the form of neutral ion
pairs, which are energetically favored in the vacuum than
single ions. This shows clearly the role of water in the early
stage of crystal growth at the solid-liquid interface.

From Figs. 1 and 3, the nucleation and deposition rates
are larger in the first 300 ps than other simulation time. This
is due to the fast decrease of supersaturation. The nucleation
rate in the supersaturated solution is proportional to
supersaturation.17 At t�300 ps, the average deposition num-
ber of Na+ is �7.5, and is �6 for Cl−, and the level of
supersaturation dropped from 43% to �30%, correspond-
ingly.

C. Relatively stable interfacial water networks

The different deposition characteristics of Na+ and Cl−

ions originate from the fact that a relatively stable water
network presents at the liquid-solid interface, as shown in
Fig. 4. When the solute Na+ ions approach the NaCl �001�,

FIG. 2. �Color online� The growth of a two-atom
nucleus �Na+ is labeled by “1” and Cl− is labeled by
“2”� evolved as a function of time. The Na+ and Cl−

ions are represented by purple �smaller� and green
�larger� balls. Water molecules are represented by
sticks, white for hydrogen, and red for oxygen. The
snapshots were taken at �a� t=0.3 ps �300 K�, �b�
19.59 ps �300 K�, �c� 1200 ps �300 K�, and �d� 2550 ps
�320 K�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The total numbers of the deposited Na+ and Cl− ions
from aqueous solution �a� and vacuum �b� onto the NaCl �001� surface as a
function of time. Each point represents the average of eight different simu-
lation trajectories.
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most of them will replace the water molecules atop the Cl− at
the water-NaCl �001� interface because of the Coulombic
interaction between Na+ and Cl− ions. For the same reason,
most of the solute Cl− ions prefer to replace the water mol-
ecules adsorbed atop the Na+. However, the water molecules
on Cl− are stabilized via the H–Cl− hydrogen bonding, while
they are bound through the O–Na+ interactions on top of
Na+, which are much stronger than the H–Cl− hydrogen
bond. By ab initio calculation for a water monomer on NaCl
�001�, we found the adsorption energy differs by �2.3 times
for water on Cl− �0.174 eV� and on Na+ �0.401 eV�.15 From
Fig. 4 one can see that most water molecules reside atop Na+

rather than Cl−. The averaged resident time of the water mol-
ecules on the top sites of the surface Na+ is calculated to be
8.95 ps, while the averaged resident time of the ones atop the
surface Cl− is about 4.12 ps. These results demonstrate that
the water molecules adsorbed on the top sites of the surface
Na+ are more stable than the ones adsorbed atop the surface
Cl−. Another factor is the deposition flux of the solute Na+

and Cl− ions, which is proportional to the averaged velocities
of ions’ thermal motions. The solute Na+ has the same aver-
aged kinetic energies as Cl− but larger averaged velocities
and higher deposition flux because of its smaller mass. This
is different from vacuum epitaxy because most Na+ and Cl−

ions are separated by water molecules. As a result, the Na+

ions in the supersaturated solution have better chance to ap-
proach and stay on the NaCl �001� surface and show larger
deposition rate �Fig. 3� at the interface than the Cl− ions.
Further analysis shows that the water network is confined
within a distance of no more than 5.5 Å to the water-NaCl
�001� interface, which is a quasibilayer structure in the nor-
mal direction of the NaCl �001� surface �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��.
In the solution the diffusion coefficient of single water mol-
ecule is calculated to be 4.77�10−9 m2 s−1 �the value for
TIP3P model in pure liquid water is �5.5�10−9 m2 s−1 Ref.
27�, while it is 3.02�10−9 m2 s−1 when the water molecule
presents in the interface water network. The detailed analysis
in Fig. 4�c� shows that the average hydrogen bonds �HB�
between water molecules is �1.4HB/H2O in solution, while
it is only �1.2HB/H2O in the interfacial water network, due
to the strong surface-water bonds that deteriorate the inter-
face hydrogen bond network. For comparison, in an ideal ice

structure the number of HB is 2 in bulk and 1.75 at surface.
Furthermore, an experimental evidence of such ordered wa-
ter network at the water-NaCl �001� interface was found by
surface x-ray diffraction.28

Because the solubility of the NaCl crystals shows minor
dependence on temperature, one expects a very small change
in the level of supersaturation when the solution temperature
is increased to an appropriate higher value. For example, the
solubility of NaCl is 35.65 g/100 ml H2O at �273 K, and is
38.99 g/100 ml H2O at �373 K,16 corresponding to a molar
ratio of N�NaCl� :N�H2O�=1:9.1 and 1:8.3, respectively.
However, the solutes and the water molecules exhibit higher
mobility as temperature increases. The influence of the water
network is thus reduced and the deposition rate of the solutes
is increased. To demonstrate this, we gradually increased the
solution temperature from 300 to 320 K in simulations after
1.2 ns. The rates of Na+ and Cl− depositions are found to be
larger than that at 300 K. Moreover, at the interface there
exhibits a 3D growth mode, as schematically shown in Fig.
2�d�. Keeping the NaCl substrate and solutes, the 3D growth
mode is also observed in our MD simulations of the homo-
geneous epitaxy of NaCl in vacuum at �300 K. The 3D
growth mode is caused by kinetics rather than substrate
strain, due to the fact of NaCl homoepitaxy, the low mobility
and high supersaturation of solutes at room temperature. In
our MD simulations in the mid-level supersaturation solution
��=24% �, the 3D islanding mode is also observed, though
the size of islands are smaller. This result also helps us to
understand why the growth of crystals from solution is so
time-consuming and why there is step bunching on a grow-
ing crystal face.3

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the initial stage of the NaCl crystallization
process at the water-NaCl �001� interface from a supersatu-
rated NaCl solution has been investigated by molecular dy-
namics simulations. We find from our statistical calculations
that the critical nucleus consists of two atoms: one Na+ ion
and one Cl− ion. Although this facilitates nucleation rates, the
subsequent growth of these small nuclei is much affected by
surrounding water molecules and thus slows down. The Na+

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Top and �b� side views of the
water network near the NaCl �001� surface. The snap-
shot was taken at t=577.5 ps for one side of the NaCl
�001�. The hydrogen bonds formed between the water
molecules are indicated by dotted lines. �c� Time evo-
lution of the average number of hydrogen bond per wa-
ter at the interface and inside solution. The increasing
trend of NHB in solution is due to the continuous nucle-
ation at the interface and inside solution. The decrease/
increase of NHB for interface water corresponds to ion
deposition/dissolution during the 3D growth mode of
NaCl nuclei on NaCl �001�.
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ions from the supersaturated solution show a higher deposi-
tion rate than the Cl− ions due to the presence of a relatively
stable water network on the NaCl �001� surface and the dif-
ference in the hydration force. This is different from the case
of NaCl epitaxy in the vacuum, and reveals the importance
of water molecules involved into crystal growth at the water-
solid interfaces. We also found that both Na+ and Cl− ions
can serve as nucleation centers of stable nuclei, which is
different from the case of homogeneous nucleation in NaCl
supersaturated solution.10 Based on the different deposition
characteristics of Na+ and Cl− ions, a new mechanism that
contributes to nucleation and growth of NaCl crystals from
solutions has been proposed—the unbalance of Coulomb in-
teractions between the surface and solution, which may in-
duce another driving force for the deposition of solute Cl−

ions. At high solution concentration and room temperature,
the epitaxial solutes take a 3D island growth mode. Although
the number of particles and simulation time are limited by
the increase of computational demand, our results offer in-
sight into the nucleation mechanism at the NaCl-water inter-
face, and have implications towards the improvement of
crystal growth from aqueous solutions.
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APPENDIX: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL
SIZE AND SOLUTION SUPERSATURATION

We show the relationship between the size of critical
nuclei and the level of solution supersaturation.

When a crystallite containing n particles is formed on
the substrate, the change in Gibbs free energy is5,29

�G�n� = n�� + ��ws − �wl�Aws + �lsAls, �A1�

where ��=�s−�l is the difference of chemical potential be-
tween solid and liquid/solution phases, � is the liquid/solid
free energy density, and A is the newly created surface areas
at the interface. The subscripts w, l, and s represent the sub-
strate, the liquid �or solution�, and the solid, respectively.
From liquid �or solution� state to solid state, ���0. In our
case, the solid and the substrate are both NaCl, so �ws=0,
�wl=�ls=�, and �G�n� is reduced to

�G�n� = n�� + ��Als − Aws� . �A2�

Generally, the difference of interfacial area �Als−Aws� can be
written as the function of particle number n,

�Als − Aws� = A�n� = �n2/3, �A3�

where � is the shape factor of the crystallite at the interface.
For a rectangular prism crystallite with the length L,

width c1L, and thickness c2L �c1 and c2 are real numbers�, its
volume V=c1c2L3=n	, and

L = � n	

c1c2
�1/3

, �A4�

�Als − Aws� = A�n� = 2�1 + c1�c2L2

= 2�1 + c1�c2� n	

c1c2
�2/3

= �n2/3, �A5�

thus

� = 2�1 + c1�c2� 	

c1c2
�2/3

, �A6�

where 	=a3 /4 is the volume of one NaCl ion pair occupies
in the solid phase, and a=5.67 Å is the lattice constant of
NaCl crystal.

Similarly, for a triangle prism crystallite with the same
edge lengths and thickness, the shape factor is �= ��1+c1�
+	1+c1

2�c2�2	 /c1c2�2/3.
At the critical size, one has ��G /�n=0, which gives

nc = − � 2��

3��
�3

. �A7�

The relationship between �� and supersaturation � is:17

�� = − kBT ln�1 + �� . �A8�

So

nc = 
 2��

3kBT ln�1 + ���3

. �A9�

The critical size nc will increase when the supersaturation �
is decreased.
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